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Outline 

• Imagining, and making, the future of the 
Bristol City Region 

• Cases 

– Bristol Bike Project 

– FOODcycle 

• Researching against the grain: 
resources of revealing creativity and 
sustainability?  



Imagining the City, its Economy, Enterprise and 

Innovation 















Example of range of business ‘ideas’ in 

open ended section –  

 

…Social enterprise 

Consultancy in heritage  

Literary journal 

NGO working on tribal arts and crafts 

Dental practice 

Shhhh….its a secret….. 

Education academy 

Electronics supply in hobbyist market 

Grassroots social enterprise for 

international development 

Property 

Psychotherapy 

Services related to art history 

Possibly a charity.. 

Something that related to football 

Fashion retail café………….. 
 

…I plan to be an academic, 

possibly independent, itself 

an enterprise. If it does not 

work out I would hope to 

fall back on my 

entrepreneurial qualities as 

I do not enjoy being a cog 

in a machine…[student] 

…Wood pellets from 

sustainable sources to sell 

directly and to use biomass 

gasification to generate 

electricity to input into the 

national grid…[student] 

 



Researching ‘against’ 

dominant narratives of urban 

development and 

sustainability… 





Bristol Bike Project 
 Began in Dec 2008 on outskirts of Bristol; moved to a community 

neighbourhood (Stokes Croft) in 2009. Doubled floor space in 2011. 
  

  
 Provide a service to underprivileged and marginalised people whose 

lives would improve as a result of having access to affordable and 
sustainable transport.  

 
 Maintain workshop for volunteers and project users to facilitate skill 

sharing, socialising and collective empowerment.  
 
 Redirect functional bicycles from landfill to people who need them 

(asylum seekers etc) 

 



 "...I became aware of the need for refugees and asylum 

seekers to be mobile, and aware that a lot of the housing 

for them is quite a way out of the city in the suburbs, and 

it was common place for people to be walking a couple 

of hours in, and a couple of hours out of the city centre, 

because that was for the most part where appointments 

they had to go to, and the welcome centre itself, various 

bits of voluntary work, and some of them who are 

attending college, its all very centrally based...  so, ok, 

here's something that’s making life a lot more difficult, 

the fact that they can't be more mobile, so Iet’s see if we 

can see a solution, bikes."  

 



"...I'd spent a year, or two years before, being out in 

South America doing some voluntary work with a group 

there, and there was the idea of sweat equity which I 

really liked and took away with me, the idea that its not a 

financial thing, but the time and energy rebuilding peoples 

houses, and in a small community or village you'd have 

groups working on one person's house, and when that 

was done you'd work on the next persons, and you'd all 

put in the labour and time for free, but help each other 

out.  I really liked that, and it was a really empowering 

way of doing it.  It wasn't just a group of people from 

overseas coming in and doing work and then sorta 

pissing off again, and no involvement or engagement, but 

they were engaging the people they were doing it for.  

The realisation of the process of how we were doing it 

was important." 

 



 "...at that stage I didn't 

really have a massive 

concept for what it [The 

Bristol Bike Project] 

would be, for me its 

like the social aims and 

endeavour of it, which 

is trying to help people 

out, I guess that was 

the spark for it, that 

yeah, there are 

unwanted bikes out 

there." 



A community interest company, a social enterprise (to 

tackle social problems, a cooperative structure in order to 

unite (voluntarily to meet comon economic, social and 

cultural needs and aspirations, and not for profit company 

where gains are reinvested back) 





Q: How important is idea of it being a not-for-

profit] enterprise? 

• I suppose its, first and foremost, whenever I hear that 
term it  not for profit enterprise,  to me means that [the 
BBP] not a money-driven operation, something that is 
not about making lots of money, which is refreshing 
really, in the sort of society in which we live where that 
seems to be such a big factor for so many people, 
making lots of money. It overlooks how we can make 
just enough to live... Just this obsession with making 
lots of money.  Its nice for it to be reflected in groups 
where its not about that, all that time and energy spent 
trying to make more money and be bigger and make 
more money in that way... that sort of energy can be 
harnessed and put into working with people." 

 



Q: Do you see yourself as an entrepreneur? 

• People have said that to me, in that sense, but I don't 
really think that, massively, but perhaps some of the 
characteristics of what it means to be an 
entrepreneur I think I have. I think, it sounds big-
headed, but I'm just trying to be honest... I guess I am 
good at motivating people, and creating enthusiasm, I 
think I'm good at curating people...  I think an 
openness is good, being open to ideas, and in that 
sense helping people to flourish in that space... I've 
always liked that idea, that kind of enabling, its 
exciting... and in this sense, the social concern that I 
had originally, I wanted to see if we could help 
people... ”  [….suggest chantrepreneurs] 



FOODcycle 

• Network of  university student volunteer-run 
organisations that collect surplus food from 
local retail industries (supermarkets and 
markets) and using volunteers in free kitchen 
spaces creates meals that it distributes free to 
people affected by poverty.  

• National initiative - but new hubs can be 
created - supported by funds from the centre, 
and where money raised from the hubs go 
back into the centre [franchise of sorts] 

 





FoodCycle Bristol Hub 

Bristol student heard about FoodCycle in late 2008 

and established Bristol Hub in 2010.  First out of 

London hub.  

Weekly kitchen - Sundays - serves 40-50  people in 

need - collected and prepared by volunteers; 

fortnightly student restaurant operates same way 

by charges nominal amount. 

Bike Project donated bike to FoodCycle for 

transporting food.  

 



May 2012 named best Social Enterprise at  

SETsquared annual student award.  

Current coordinator collected the award. 



AMY [student volunteer]: … although I’ve been doing 

stuff on social enterprise, I have difficulty with the 

word entrepreneur, because I feel that that kind of 

label is- I dunno, it's sort of like people- no one wants 

to go round saying 的’m an entrepreneur. Well, some 

people do, but they’re the kind of people that you 

maybe wouldn’t wanna chat to quite so much.  

I dunno if Max [initiator of hub in Bristol]would call 

himself an entrepreneur really… but it’s 

difficult…cause [FOODCycle] is nothing really, 

compared to what it was when it started out…. So it's 

almost like everyone who’s on that team is an 

entrepreneur because they’re all contributing their 

ideas and their energy and their passion, and their 

hard work to kind of see something extra.  



AMY ….So it’s difficult, I mean there’s that term 

‘intrepreneur’ which means innovating from within an 

organisation, but it’s quite a similar thing I think in a 

lot of ways. And it’s like- I mean, there are people 

that do start businesses on their own, but there are a 

hell of a lot of people who sort of have an idea and 

then get people on board and it’s so much more of a 

kind of collaborative effort than just that one person.  

 



 

 

Returning to dominant policy narratives 

and the need to reveal diverse cultural 

and political practices that make up urban 

landscapes…… 

 



The entrepreneur …[heroic, individual figure,  or  organiser and 

collaborator….] 

The university …[credentials, or knowledge creation and community 

building in a wider sense] 

The global…[circuits of capital, or critical cosmopolitanism that fosters 

the local] 

Enterprise… [scalable, money making or …social sustainable activity] 

Value….[profit, or values creation, valuing, new economy of the value 

chain] 

Third mission …[or new vision of knowledge creation and community] 

Economy….[or post capitalist development] 

Knowledge…[private good or societal good]  

Innovation…[high tech, or social innovation]. 

Researching against the grain: resources for urban 

sustainability?? 


